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Background: Drug use safety in children is a global public health problem. The potentially
inappropriate prescription screening tools are expected to reduce adverse drug reactions
and promote rational drug use.

Objectives: To systematically evaluate children’s potentially inappropriate prescription
screening tools and validation studies on these tools.

Methods: We systematically searched six databases PubMed, Embase, Cochrane
Library, CNKI, VIP and Wanfang Data. Two reviewers independently selected articles
by the eligible criteria and extracted data. Then we evaluated the coverage of diseases or
drugs in these tools and the consistency of items between tools.

Results: Five children’s potentially inappropriate prescription screening tools were
identified, most tools were formed by Delphi expert consensus and focused on
respiratory system drugs, anti-infective drugs, and gastrointestinal drugs. The
coincidence rates of items between the POPI and the POPI Int, the POPI and the
POPI United Kingdom, the POPI United Kingdom and the POPI int, and the POPI
United Kingdom and the PIPc were 82.0, 55.1, 51.0 and 2.2% respectively, and the
KIDs List did not overlap other four tools. Only the POPI tool developed by French experts
was comprehensively validated by studies and most tools have not been validated.

Conclusion: The development of screening tools for potentially inappropriate prescribing in
children is a neglected field and most tools lack studies to validate clinical applicability. More
researchers need to form their national potentially inappropriate prescription screening tools for
children based on the best available clinical evidence and the actual clinical situation in their
countries.
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INTRODUCTION

The safety of drug use in children is a global public health
problem. About 125 children worldwide die every day due to
inappropriate drug use (Ye, 2019). However, the study results
have shown that adverse drug reactions (ADRs) in about 15.2%
pediatric patients could be entirely avoided, and 9.1% could be
partly avoided. Not taking into account a history of allergy or
altered renal function and not respecting the recommended dose
were the most frequent causes of entirely avoidable ADRs
(Jonville-Béra et al., 2009).

In 2011, PubMed introduced the term “Inappropriate
Prescribing” in its Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) list
(NCBI, 2011). Inappropriate prescribing is a prescribing
behavior with risks greater than benefits for patients, which
can lead to higher mortality, more hospitalizations and ADRs.
Potentially inappropriate prescription (PIP) is the prescription
whose potential risk is higher than general prescriptions and
more likely to be judged as inappropriate after adequate
assessment by clinical pharmacists or clinicians, and usually
the drugs in PIPs can be replaced by other safer and more
effective drugs(O’Connor et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2018). PIP
includes two parts: potentially inappropriate medication
(PIM), patients have medication indications but the risk of
adverse events after drug use may be greater than the benefits
(e.g., when tetracycline is used in children under 8 years, its bone
and tooth toxicity may outweigh its benefit); potential prescribing
omission (PPO), in the absence of contraindications, omission to
prescribe drugs that are significantly beneficial to the patient’s life
expectancy or quality (e.g., oral rehydration solution is not given
to children with diarrhea who do not receive intravenous fluids).
(spinewine et al., 2007; Beers, 1991).

Currently, identifying PIPs in adults (especially in the elderly) by
a series of tools, is relatively common. In 2014, Kaufmann conducted
a systematic review of inappropriate prescribing identifying tools for
adults and collected 46 published tools (Kaufmann et al., 2014).
Among these tools, the Beers criteria (Beers, 1991) proposed by an
American geriatrics expert Beers in 1991 and the STOPP/START
criteria (Gallagher et al., 2008) developed by experts from the Cork
University Hospital in Ireland in 2008 are the most widely used
(Gillespie et al., 2013; Hill-Taylor et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2020;
Lopez-Rodriguez et al., 2020). The randomized controlled trial
results (Gillespie et al., 2013; Hill-Taylor et al., 2016; Gallagher
et al., 2011; Dalleur et al., 2014; Frankenthal et al., 2014; O’Connor
et al., 2016) have shown that using PIP screening tools as an
intervention to identify PIPs in the elderly could effectively
improve the rationality of drug treatment and significantly reduce
PIMs, ADR, falls, hospital length-of-stay, re-admission, and
medication costs.

The current methods to analyze potentially inappropriate
prescriptions in patients can be classified into two categories,
explicit and implicit methods (Spinewine et al., 2007). Explicit
methods are focused on measuring how prescriptions fit a set of

predefined criteria on drugs (e.g., Beers and STOPP/START
criteria for elderly patients) and will be updated according to
the available evidence. The implicit criteria are based on the
subjective comprehensive assessment of a health professional,
which takes into account the overall situation of the patient and
whether the prescription corresponds to an indication or need
(Lopez-Rodriguez et al., 2020). The medication appropriateness
index (MAI) (Hanlon et al., 1992) is the most accepted implicit
method internationally. The biggest difference between explicit
and implicit tools is that explicit tools require relatively less
clinical experience and knowledge of users and the assessment
results are more objective (Curtin et al., 2019).

Compared with adults, the development and clinical use of
children’s PIP screening tools have not been extensively studied.
Our study aimed to systematically evaluate children’s PIP
screening tools and validation studies on these tools.

METHODS

Search Strategy
We searched six databases Pubmed, Embase, Cochrane Library,
CNKI, Wanfang Data, VIP. Then we read the references of
included articles and relevant reviews as a supplementary
search. The search strategy was adjusted specifically for each
database and included a combination of medical subject headings
and free text terms for (“child” or “pediatrics” or “infant” or
“adolescent”) and (“high risk medications” or “high risk
prescriptions” or “potentially inappropriate drugs” or
“potentially inappropriate medications” or “potentially
inappropriate prescriptions” or “omission prescriptions” or
“POPI” or “PIPc”). The deadline for all retrieval was May 2021.

Eligible Criteria
The following studies were included: 1) PIP screening tools,
described as a tool used to identify potentially dangerous or
known ineffective prescription patterns, described as a tool used
to identify prescription patterns that do not conform to best clinical
practices or current guidelines or described as a tool for identifying
prescription patterns that are easily ignored or omitted; 2) validation
studies on PIP screening tools, described as a clinical study which
aims to assess the feasibility or reliability of PIP screening tools; 3)
Target population: children (0–18 years).

The following studies were excluded: 1) repeated publication,
2) review, 3) unobtainable full-texts, 4) not the latest version, 5)
non-Chinese and non-English.

Literature Selection and Data Extraction
Two reviewers (SL and ZC) independently screened all titles and
abstracts to determine potential eligible literature. Then they
applied the eligibility criteria to perform the final selection by
reading the full text. When different opinions occurred between
reviewers, they would discuss and make the final decision. If they
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could not reach an agreement, the final decision would be made
by a third reviewer (LH).

Two reviewers (SL and LH) independently extracted data
from included studies and cross-checked them. The extracted
data included: 1) the basic information of articles (the first
author, published year, title, published country, etc.); 2) the
basic characteristics of PIP screening tools (name,
development method, healthcare setting, target population,
etc.); 3) all items of each PIP screening tool; 4) the basic
information of validation studies (year, country, healthcare
setting, PIP screening tool name, prevalence of PIM and PPO
in children, etc.).

Data Analysis
We used descriptive statistical analysis methods to evaluate the
children’s PIP screening tools, including counting the coverage of
diseases or drugs and the number of items in these tools, and

calculating the coincidence rate of items between tools
(Coincidence rate � Number of same items × 2

Number of all items in compared tools). These results
were presented in tables.

RESULTS

Literature Search and Selection
A total of 5,386 records were retrieved through database
searching and no additional records were identified
through reading the references of included articles and
relevant reviews. After removing duplicates, 3,931 articles
were initially selected by screening titles and abstracts.
Then removing 3,914 irrelevant articles, 17 articles were
assessed for eligibility at full-text reading. Finally, five
children’s PIP screening tools and four validation studies
were included in this systematic review. (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of the study selection process.
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Characteristics of the Children’s PIP
Screening Tools
A total of five children’s PIP screening tools were identified, the
POPI tool (Prot-Labarthe et al., 2014) developed by French
experts, the PIPc tool (Barry et al., 2016) developed by British
and Irish experts, the POPI United Kingdom tool (Corrick et al.,
2019) established by British experts through modifying French
POPI tool, the POPI Int tool (Sadozai et al., 2020) formed by the
international expert group consensus based on French POPI tool
and the KIDs List (Meyers et al., 2020) published by American
experts. All tools were explicit tools. Except the PIPc was mainly
used in primary health care to detect PIPs in children ≤16 years
old, other tools unlimited the healthcare setting where they were
used and were suitable for children ≤18 years old. Different from
the other three tools, using the PIPc and the KIDs List hardly
needed clinical information such as children’s disease conditions.
(Table 1).

Except the POPI United Kingdom tool which was directly
formed by modifying the POPI tool based on the British
formulary and clinical guidelines, an expert group was
involved in the development of tools and the Delphi
consensus technique was mostly used. The classification of
items in the POPI tool and its development process were
similar to the STOPP/START tool for the elderly (Gallagher
et al., 2008). In these two tools, researchers constructed their
criteria based on physiological systems (classification of PIP
according to the physiological system of the disease covered
by the prescription), and both included two modules, PIM and
PPO. And both further screened and revised the preliminary
criteria through Delphi consensus before forming the final
criteria. Moreover, the development process of the KIDs List
was more similar to general evidence-based clinical guidelines.
First, an expert group was established, then relevant clinical
evidence was retrieved on the topic and expert opinions were
integrated. Finally, the GRADE method was used to grade the
quality of evidence and form a recommendation strength for
each item.

Comparison of Children’s PIP Screening
Tools
The POPI tool (Prot-Labarthe et al., 2014) had 105 items, which
was the tool with the largest number of items and covered the
most extensive physiological systems and health problems,
including the digestive system, respiratory system, skin
problems, nervous system, urinary system, and other problems
(pain and fever, mosquito repellent, vitamin supplement and
antibiotic prophylaxis). Except the KIDs List (Meyers et al., 2020)
which only involved the PIM part, other tools all contained two
parts of PIM and PPO. (Table 2).

Both the POPI Int tool and the POPI United Kingdom tool
were formed based on the POPI tool. The POPI Int tool only
deleted items that experts believed were not generic across
countries from the POPI (e.g., “Oral solutions of ibuprofen
administered in more than three doses per day using a
graduated pipette of 10 mg/kg” and “Nitrofurantoin used as a
prophylactic in children with urinary infections” were deleted),
and no other changes had been made. Therefore, all items in the
POPI Int were completely derived from the POPI, and the
coincidence rate of the two tools was 82.0%. Except to delete
items in the POPI that were not supported by the British
formulary and clinical guidelines, the POPI United Kingdom
also modified the content of some items to make them more
suitable for British children. In the end, the POPI
United Kingdom tool retained 80 items in the POPI, of which
51 items were unchanged and 29 items were modified. The
coincidence rate of the POPI United Kingdom and the POPI
was 55.1% and the coincidence rate of the POPI United Kingdom
and the POPI Int was 51.0%. The POPI, POPI United Kingdom,
and POPI Int had the highest degree of overlap in children’s PIP
screening items on the digestive system conditions (vomiting,
gastroesophageal reflux) and respiratory system conditions
(asthma, bronchiolitis, bronchial infection). For example, they
all believed that “Prescribing metoclopramide, domperidone, H2-
receptor antagonist (long-term use) to children with nausea,
vomiting or gastroesophageal reflux”, “Loperamide for the

TABLE 1 | Basic characteristics of children’s PIP screening tools.

Author Year Country Name Development method Healthcare
setting

Need patient
clinical

information
(such as
disease

status, etc.)

Target
population

Sonia Prot-
Labarthe et al

2014 France POPI Delphi consensus Unlimited Necessary 18 years or
younger

Emma Barry et al 2016 United Kingdom and
Ireland

PIPc Delphi consensus Primary health
care

Unnecessary 16 years or
younger

Fenella Corrick
et al

2017 United Kingdom POPI
United Kingdom

Modifying the POPI tool Unlimited Necessary 18 years or
younger

Laily Sadozai et al. 2020 Multinational
consensus

POPI Int Modifying the POPI tool +
Delphi consensus

Unlimited Necessary 18 years or
younger

Rachel S Meyers
et al

2020 America KIDs List Establishing an expert group Unlimited Unnecessary 18 years or
younger
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TABLE 2 | Comparison of children’s PIP screening tools.

Name Number
of items

Covered
health

problems

Types of PIPs

PIMs PPOs

Drug
choice

Dosage Duration Route
of

administration

Drug-
disease

interaction

Drug-drug
interaction

Drug-food
interaction

Over-
prescribing

Under-
prescribing

POPI 105 (PIM 80,
PPO 25)

Digestive system, respiratory system, skin
problems, nervous system, urinary system,
and other problems (pain and fever, mosquito
repellent, vitamin supplement, and antibiotic
prophylaxis)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

PIPc 12 (PIM 7,
PPO 5)

Digestive system, respiratory system, skin
problems, nervous system

√ √ √

POPI
United Kingdom

80 (PIM 60,
PPO 20)

Digestive system, respiratory system, skin
problems, nervous system, urinary system,
and other problems (pain and fever, vitamin
supplement, and antibiotic prophylaxis)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

POPI Int 73 (PIM 58,
PPO 15)

Digestive system, respiratory system, skin
problems, nervous system, urinary system,
and other problems (pain and fever, mosquito
repellent, vitamin supplement, and antibiotic
prophylaxis)

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

KIDs List 77 (PIM 77)a Digestive system, respiratory system, skin
problems, nervous system, cardiovascular
system, and other problems (anti-microbial
infection)

√ √ √

aThe KIDs List includes 67 drugs and 10 pharmaceutical excipients.
PIPs, potentially inappropriate prescriptions; PPOs, potential prescribing omissions; PIMs, potentially inappropriate medications.
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treatment of invasive diarrhea” and “Loperamide for children
under 3 years old” were potentially inappropriate prescriptions.

Comparing the PIPc tool with other tools, we found that it
overlapped POPI UK’s with only one item (“Loperamide for
children under four” was a potentially inappropriate prescription
for children), and the coincidence rate was 2.2%. This tool mainly
focused on identifying PIPs in children with respiratory diseases
(especially asthma), and six of 12 items were on this topic.

The KIDs List did not overlap the other four tools. In general,
the coincidence rates of children’s PIP screening tools were not
very high.

Validation Studies on Children’s PIP
Screening Tools
At present, the clinical empirical studies of the POPI tool in
France have evaluated its clinical applicability (whether can
sensitively detect PIPs in pediatric populations) (Berthe-Aucejo
et al., 2019a) and the reproducibility of results among users
(consistency of assessment results for the same prescription
among different users) (Berthe-Aucejo et al., 2019b), and these
results were published in 2019. These study results showed that
the POPI tool had good clinical applicability and good
reproducibility of results among users, and it could detect
children’s potentially inappropriate prescriptions in French
clinical practice. However, the number of studies was small,
with only one each, and these studies were conducted only in
France. So it was not clear whether it could be well used to detect
children’s PIPs in other countries. (Table 3).

Prevalence ofPIMs � Number ofprescriptionswith PIM≥ 1
Number ofprescriptions

Prevalence ofPPOs � Number ofprescriptionswith PPO≥ 1
Number ofprescriptions

The clinical applicability and the reproducibility of results
among users of the PIPc tool needed to be further evaluated.
Currently, only one published study evaluated the PIPc tool used
to identify children’s PIPs in primary health care (with limited
clinical information for children). The study results (Barry et al.,
2018) showed that a single item had a great influence on the
screening results of PIMs and PPOs. When the item “should be
prescribed spacers for children with asthma (PPO)”was included,
the PPO prevalence rose from 2.5 to 11.5%. And when the item
“Carboxysteine should not be prescribed to children (PIM)" was

deleted, the PIM prevalence dropped from 3.5 to 0.29%.
Moreover, the study results also showed that the tool might
not be as well applicable to primary health care where the clinical
information was inadequate as the researchers envisioned.
(Table 3).

The POPI United Kingdom, POPI Int and KIDs List currently
did not have the published study results on their clinical
applicability and reproducibility of results among users (The
POPI United Kingdom had a clinical applicability study that
was only published as an abstract (Corrick et al., 2017) and the
study results were not fully presented). The applicability and
reliability of screening tools have not been validated by studies,
which may be an important reason that hinders their clinical
application.

DISCUSSION

Comparison With PIPs Screening Tools for
Adults
This systematic review identified five potentially inappropriate
prescription screening tools for children and the number was far
less than adults (Kaufmann et al., 2014). Most PIP screening tools
were developed by the Delphi expert consensus and were used to
promote clinical rational drug use and reduce medication risk.
Unlike the elderly PIP screening tools (Beers criteria and STOPP/
START criteria, etc.) that focus on cardiovascular and nervous
system drugs, children’s PIP screening tools pay more attention
to respiratory drugs, anti-infective drugs and gastrointestinal
drugs. The clinical applicability and the reliability of PIP
screening tools for the elderly, such as the STOPP/START
criteria, have been confirmed in many countries (Gallagher
et al., 2009), while most children’s PIP screening tools lack
studies to validate their clinical applicability and
reproducibility of results among users. This may be the reason
that hinders the further clinical use of these tools. To be consistent
with the current best clinical practice and evidence, the Beers
criteria is updated every 3 years. However, there is no regular
update mechanism for children’s PIP screening tools.

International Transferability of Children’s
PIP Screening Tools
Corrick F et al.(Corrick et al., 2019) pointed out that the POPI
tool might not be directly applicable to other countries including
the United Kingdom, when they evaluated and modified the

TABLE 3 | Validation studies on children’s PIP screening tools.

Name Healthcare setting Number of
children

Number of
prescriptions

Prevalence of
PIMs

Prevalence of
PPOs

POPI Emergency department 15,973 18,562 2.9% 2.3%
Community pharmacy 2,225 4,780 12.3% 6.1%

PIPc Primary health care 414,856 414,856 3.5% 2.5%
POPI United Kingdom Emergency department and inpatient setting 400 — — —

PIPs, potentially inappropriate prescriptions; PPOs, potential prescribing omissions; PIMs, potentially inappropriate medications.
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POPI tool to form the POPI United Kingdom that is more
suitable for British practice. Because some drugs mentioned in
the POPI tool did not be marketed in other countries and some
items might be contradictory to the guidelines and formulary of
other countries. In their article, Corrick F et al.(Corrick et al.,
2019) indicated that since there were currently no endemic
insect-borne diseases in the United Kingdom, they directly
deleted all items on the topic of “mosquitoes” in POPI, which
were considered not applicable to the practice in the
United Kingdom. Besides, some items in POPI were removed,
which were inconsistent with the British guidelines and formulary
[e.g., the POPI regarded “nitrofurantoin treatment for children
younger than six″ as a children’s PIP, which was not in line with
NICE guideline CG54 (urinary tract infection: nitrofurantoin is
recommended to use nitrofurantoin for children 3 months and
older)].

When reviewing and evaluating these children’s PIP screening
tools, we found that they could not be directly used for Chinese
children. The same reasons were that some items in these tools
contradict the current clinical practice in China or some
medicines have not yet been marketed in China, such as
“pimozide” and “prochlorperazine” in the KIDs List and
“palivizumab” in the POPI have not been marketed in China.
Moreover, the POPI tool classified “use ibuprofen oral solution
10 mg/kg for children with fever or pain, more than three times a
day (the maximum daily dose over 30 mg/kg/d)” as a potentially
inappropriate prescription for children. However, the “WHO
model formulary for children in 2010” (WHO, 2010) and the
“China National Formulary for Children in 2013” (China
National Formulary Editorial Committee, 2013) believed that
“ibuprofen oral solution does not exceed 4 times per day, the
maximum daily dose of 40 mg/kg/d" was reasonable. We suggest
that the existing children’s PIP screening tools should bemodified
based on the actual conditions in each country, whichmakes tools
more suitable for clinical practice in different countries, instead of
directly using the existing tools. This may be a more appropriate
choice.

Urgency of Forming Suitable Children’s PIP
Screening Tools
The limited clinical studies in children (Smyth, 2001; Smyth,
2016) lead to the lack of information on children’s medication
(Angoulvant et al., 2010), which further induces off-label drug use
in children (Zhang et al., 2013; Gore et al., 2017; Nir-Neuman
et al., 2018). Moreover, children may receive drug prescriptions
from prescribers with varying degrees of pediatric experience and
knowledge in different healthcare settings (including private
clinics, emergency departments, pediatric wards of general
hospitals and children’s specialist hospitals). So, rational drug
use in children is facing enormous challenges. The use of PIP
screening tools is expected to effectively reduce PIM and ADR
and promote the clinical rational use of drugs, which has been
confirmed in the elderly (Hill-Taylor et al., 2016). In addition,
children’s PIP screening tools can also quantify and compare the
incidence of children’s PIPs among different prescribers, medical
institutions and regions, which supports government

departments to take relevant and effective measures to
improve the reasonable rate of prescriptions.

Limitations
It is worth mentioning that this study also has some limitations:
first, the study results might have language bias. Our study only
included PIP screening tools published in Chinese or English and
ignored some tools published in other languages. Second, the
latest version of the French POPI tool was the 2016 version (Prot-
Labarthe et al., 2016), but this version was only published in
French. So we had to include the 2014 English version of POPI. It
should be noted that some items in the 2016 version might differ
from the 2014 version.

Corrick F et al. also conducted a systematic review on children’s
PIP screening tools in 2019 (Corrick et al., 2020) and obtained three
tools, POPI, PIPc and POPI United Kingdom. Their systematic
review mainly elaborated on the development methods of each tool
rather than comparing the differences of items in these tools like our
study. Our study can be considered as a supplement and an update
to the study conducted by Corrick F.

CONCLUSION

The development of screening tools for identifying potentially
inappropriate prescribing in children is a neglected field andmost
tools lack studies to validate clinical applicability. More
researchers need to form their national potentially
inappropriate prescription screening tools for children based
on the best available clinical evidence and the actual clinical
situation in their countries. Moreover, screening tools need to be
validated in time to promote clinical use, thereby improving
rational drug use and reducing medication risk in children.
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